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l'REFACE 

The Sensitive Operations Complexes (SOCs) are 12 large . 
installations in the USSR whose function has been in doubt , fo r 
some years. Many different proposals have been offered to explain 
the SOCs, including their use for storage and/or maintenance of 
nuclear weapons. The purpose of this report is to determine the 
most probable function of these installations. Practically all of the 
evidence about the SOCs has come from overhead photography. 
Sii1ce no installation in the West resembles the SOCs, their 
identification has depended largely on establishing correlations 
between them and other installations in the USSR. Information 
through January I 969__:i::::_~_::-c-._lu-:.:d~e::::d::_ _ _ _ _ ___ _ __:______:_____ _ _____s in . _ _ _ 

This report was prepared by the Office of Scientific Intelligence 

and coordinated with the Directorate of Intelligence. 
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THE MAJOR FUNCTION OF THE SOVIET SENSITIVE OPERATIONS COMPLEXES 

PROllLEM 

To evaluate t he major function of the Soviet Sensitive 
Operations Complexes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

l . The storage and mai ntenan ce of nuclear 
weapons, with those for tactical systems pos
sibly predominating, are the pri mary functions 
of the Soviet Sensitive Operations Complexes. It 
is possible, however, that types of weapons 
other than nuclear are collocated at these sites . 

them have been the presence of small, dis tinctive 
"detonator" buildings at both stockpil e sites 
and the SOCs; the provision of visual security 

for transloading operations within the bridge 

cranes at the rail-to-road transfer points at the 

1 
_ _ ___ _ _ ---~- -------~SD_Cs,_sto.ckpile_sites , _._and-production-sites;-and-------

2. The evidence of a nuclear weapon storage the cons truct ion of a delta bun ker , originally 


fu nction for the SOCs consists of their sharing unique to the SOCs, at two of the national and 

certain unique features with the Soviet nuclear one of the . regional stockpile sites within the 

stockpile sites and production sites. Among past two years. 


SUMMARY 

Tl1e Sensitive Operations Complexes are 12 separately secured operations area with three to 
highly secured installations in the USSR. (Figure eight large ear th-covered bunkers . 
1.) Ten SOCs, all in the European USSR, are 
complete and operational. Two others are under The SOCs more closely resem ble known 
construction, one in the European USSR and nuclear sto ckpile sites than any other ty pe of 
the other in Siberia, northwest of the c.ity of Soviet facility and share with them some unique 
Irkutsk . Th ese installa tions have tl1e foll owi ng features. A delta bun ker , origin ally found only 
fea tures in common: a ·ma in suppo r t area ; at the SOCs, has bee n added to three · known 
extensive rail fac ilities, usually including nine or nucl ear stockpile sites, while small "detonator " 
more spurs and a rail-to-roa d transfer point with buildings, once unique -·to the stockpile sites, 
a bridge crane; a military support area; an d a have bee n found at the SOCs. 
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So'viel SOC and National Nuclear Stockpile Siles 

Close examinatiqn of the bridge crane rail-to
road transfer points at the SOCs and similar 
points at known nuclear weapon storage and 
manufacturing centers has shown not on ly a 
marked resemblance o f transshipment methods 
and rail cars but also the ·. usc of a walled 
enclosure or end curtains on the bridge cranes 
themselves to provide ground-level visual secu
rity for transload.ing operations. As far as is 
known, stringent security of this kind is not 
practiced at other Soviet rail-to-road transfer 
points. 

Withheld under statutory authority of the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (50 
U.S.C., section 403g) 

A civil defense function seem~ unlikely for 

the SOCs primarily because of the heavy se

curity, which would be excessive for :a .civil 

defense establishment, and the unsuitability of 
the SOC bunkers for this purpose. A missile 
storage function for the SOCs appears unlikely 
because no missiles, missile canisters or missile 
handling equipment have ever been seen at the 
SOCs. Moreover , only the smallest of missiles 
(26 feet in length or less) could negotiate the 
entrances to the bunkers: 

TOP SECRET2 
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A significant feature of the . SOCs is the that the Soviets use one type for warhead storage 
· presence at each of two types of bunkers in a and one for warhead maintenance, it could also 
defi ni tc numerical ratio . While this could indicate indicate col located storage of other weapons. 

DISCUSSION 

INTRODUCTION 

The first evidence of SOC construction was 
noted at Berezovka in Talent photography in 
December 1959. Chepsara and Golovchino prob

. ably were begun concurrently with Berezovka. 
Construction activity followed at Nyandoma in 
1960 and at · Bulyzhino, Rechitsa , and Mi
khaylovka in 1961 (figure 2) . This chronology 
indicates that planning for the SOCs could have 
begun as early as 1957. Construction activity 
was in pro1,rress at seven of the SOCs in 1962. 
Most of them were externally completed (i .e., 
the bunkers were earth covered) in 1965-66, 
indicative of a ieisurely constructim1 pace. All 
except two were operational in 1969, and Malin 

_ _ ___ 	a_n_d' Za lari, first observed in 1967 are still under 

construction. 

These large installations have been the subject 
of much investigation by . the lntelligencc Com
munity, particuiai~ly after details of their cbn
struction . were observed . on large-scale photog
raphy . . Most of the evidence for the function of 
the SOCs has been reported previo usly and 
consists almost exclusively of satellite pho

. tograplly. Moreover, since no such installations 
exist outside the USSR,. determination ·of the 

· SOC,s' function has had: to be inferred from their 
resemblance , or lack of resemblance, to Soviet 
installations whose functions are known. 

THE SENSITIVE OPERATION COMPLEXES 

The SOCs are divided into three functional 
areas : the main l10using and administrative area, 

the operations area, and the rail facility. The 
main housing and administration area contains 
rnos t of the housing at the site as well as support 
facili ties, such as sc hools and hospitals, and an 
administration building ~ The operations area has 
large earth-covered bunkers and adjacent mili 
tary support. The extensive Tail facilities , in
cluding spurs, sidings , and a rail-to-road transfer 

· point, are a distinctive feature of the SOCs. 

The Main Support Area 

This area of the SOCs contains principally 
multistory apartment buildings and two-family 
houses. The number of apartment buildings at 
the SOCs varies from I 0 at NY-andoma to 35 at 
Golovchino. Two-family units range from four 
at Golovchino to 21 at Mikhaylovka . The 
estimated population housed at the main admin
istration and ·housing area varies from 1,800 at 
Nyandoma to 3,090 at Golovchino. All of the 
SOCs have a commissarY-club, schools, hospital, 
fire house and extensive recreation and athletic 
facilities. Administration of th e SOCs is ap
parently centered in a two-story, . U-shaped 
building; found at all of the .sites, and possibly in 
other institutional type buildings seen at. many 
of the SOC:s. All . of these facilities are usually 
well laid out , well landscaped · and represent a 
high quality living area by Soviet standards.' 

Heat for these buildings is furnished by one 
or more steam plants. Electric power is fur
nished by long-distance pow'er lines. In some 

·instances, auxilary power plants have been iden
tified. The steam and electric power plants are 

3TOP .SECRET I 	 l 
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gas or 
from wells in the area. 1 

Operations Area 

The operations area of the SOCs consists of a 
large, highly secured area with two or tlu·ee 
rences ; its principal feature is a group of three to 
eight large earth-covered bunkers. These hunkers 
arc from one-ha lf to one and one-half miles 
apart ;md are individually secured by one or two 
fences. 

~--------~~------~------~~ mos t are two-story. Adjacent to the operations 
area are military housing and related support 
facilit ies , evidently to house security forces . A 
helicop ter pad is present at all the completed 
SOCs and in many cases is near the operations 
area. At Berezovka and Golovchino, this pad is 
within the operations area. There are usually 
three buildings inside the operations area and 
near its entrance. One of these buildings is a 
high-bay, drive-througl1 bui lding. These are prob

from the bunkers. 1 2 

The bunker walls are 

low areas to take advantage of terrain, and all, 
e>;cept at Btrtzovka, are in forest~d areas 
which . provide good concealment from the 
ground . The main · features of the bunkers are 
tlm~e or four long bays which arc considered 
to be storage areas. The two-story bunkers 
have an elevator shaft about · 

~--------' 

Of the six types of completed bunkers found 
at tlw SOCs; on! the gam1na types arc 

the SOCs, Berezovka, Che]:)sara . and Golov
chino, there are two types of bunkers, the 
alpha and the beta . At l3erezovka and Chebsara , 
they are found in a ratio of three alpha bunkers 
to two beta bunkers. At Golovchino, there are 
three alpha , one beta , and four unknown type of 
bunkers. Five of the SOCs have ·delta and gamma 
bunkers in a ratio of two gammas to one delta , 
and two sites, Borisoglebsk and Mikhaylovka, 
each have two eta and two theta bunkers. Malin 
and Zalari are presently under constructlon , but 
eacli has one delta-type bunker and more than 
one of a new type* The reason for this mix of 
bunkers in a definite ratio is not known but 
could be related to weapon storage and main
tenance procedures in the USSR that are not 
comparable to those in the United States . The 
possibility that other · weapons are collocated 
with nuclear weapons also cannot be ruled out 
at this time. 1 2 

from blast effects. In the alpha and beta types , 
this is achieved by right angle turns at the 
entrances. In all the other types, protection is 

ovided by two thick blast doors at each 
trance. All of the entrances restrict objects 
at can enter to those that are no longer than 
 feet. The eleva tors present the same restric

3tion.2 

The military banacks located near the o pera
tions areas are estimated to house from I ,230at 
Zhu khovka to .720 at Chebsara. At all of the 
SOCs, a communications facility is located in 
the operations area or at the military barracks, 

•The two types of bunkers found at Malin and Zalari are a 
modlfied delta bunker and one , with six storage bays, designated 
ota . Detailed drawings and mensuration were no t availabl~ on 
hese· bunkers and the installations themselves were not complete 
n time f()r this reiJO<L 
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Figure 2. Chronology of SOC Bunker 
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betwt:en 1963 and 1965, later. than all but two building and a so-called maintenance and as

of the na tional stockpile sites (Nalchik and sembly bui]ding...:.have not · been built at the 

Korfovskiy) . During tl)iS perio d the Soviets are SOCs. 1 6 

-I 
5 Nevertheless, a number of other 


estimated to have begun increasing substantially structures · have been found that are common 

their tactica l nuclear weapons, and building the to at least some of both types of facility and, 

SOCs in the European USS R (and one north of taken together, provide a strong tie between 

the Mongolian border) put them where . the the SOCs and the nuclear weapon storage 

Soviets have the greatest need for tactical program . 

weapons.* Thus it seems not ui1likely that the 

SOCs are "national" stockpile sites in the sense Probably the most striking of these ties has 

that they could provide large amounts of storage been the construction of a SOC delta bunker at 

space for tactical nuclear weapons during peace the Mozhaysk and Dely atin na tional stockpile 

time , but could be used to provide direct backup sites and at the storage site serving the Olene


2 3 2 4 supply to the field during hosti liti es. Earlier gorsk Arctic staging base.' 1 Heretofore 

studies concluded that the storage space in the the delta bunker had been seen only at seven of 

SOCs, if used for nuclear weapons, would not be the 14 SOCs. At Mozh<Jysk , the delta ·bunker 

excessive; that conclusion is still believed to be . was built in the operations area, but apparently 

valid. 2 

' primary access to it is by a road through the 

eastern fence that surrounds the operations area. 


The SOC bun kers themselves provide roughly This road joins t he road that connects the 

two to five times the amount of storage space . nearby Type III nuclear storage site, the helicop

estimated for the na tiona! bunkers and differ ter pad and the rail facility to the stockpile site 


22 	 2 5----=-=fr-"o"-'m"---=t=hem in external a~pearance. Compari- itself. 1 1 At Delyatin, the de lta bunker was 
son of the two plus knowledge of the in ternal built in the suppprt area next to the l- te-1:____le"li~c-o-p.,--

2 3 arrangement of the SOC bunkers suggest, how pad and is separately secured . At Olenegorsk, 

ever, that they evolved from the nationals and the delta bunker is being built outside the 

tha t they combine under one roof the storage perimeter fence and also probably will be 

and auxiliary space which, at the nationals, .is separately secured upon completion. 2 4 The rea
div ided be tween the bunkers and their entrance son for separating these bunkers from the other 

buildi ngs. An internal anangement similar to · storage bunkers and vaults is not known. it is 


that of the SOC bunkers is found, in turn , on a possible that the particular nuclear weapons 

much sma ller sca le in the sq uare nu clear storage they store require minimal maintenance and, 

a nd !Jancl li ng bunkers at the tacti ca l SSM sup thus, the delta bunkers need not be near the 

por t faci lities and apparently also in the Type IV operational support buildings but can be located 


6 5 2 0airfield nuclear storage bunker 2 
-t 	 outside the operations area or the facility itself. 


If the delta bunkers do not store nuclear 

The support buildings in the SOC operations weapons but rather auxiliary equipment or 


areas are fewer than those in the operations ·nonnuclear weapons ,. which is possi ble, there 

areas at the national stockpile sites. Further also would be no reason for placing them in the 

more, t hree buildings found at most, though not operations areas of the older nuclear stockpile 

all , of the nationals-the " A" building, the " B" sites. Should the delta bunker have a nonnuclear 


•The SOCs arc not distributed evenly among· the Soviet function at the known nuclear stockpile sites , 

military d i ~trict~ (ftgure l ). then the same could hold true for it and for one 
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type of bunker at each of the first and third was photographed within the bridge crane at the 
SOC gener<Jtion sites, wh .ich might then explain Kasli n uclear weapons research and p1;oduction 
the definite ratio o f bunker types found at the site (figure 5). Furthermore, the objects seen on 
SOCs. Whether these types would store auxiliary the transloading platform at · Kas~i ap peared 
equipment or a nonnuclear weapon is open to com.parable in size to those seen on the plat
further question. forms at the SOCs. 

A second · striking tie is provided by the A third tie is provided by two sinaJl buildings 
aforementioned secured traveling bridge cranes that have been folllfd in the operations areas of 
·and by the transloading operations within t hem . the SOCs arid the national stockpiie sites and 
The bridge cranes are found at the nuclear within some of the nuclear warhead storage and 
weapon production sites and at all but two of handling facilities at airfields and at MRBM, 
the national stockpile sites, as well as at all of IRBM and . ICBM launch sites .25 2 9 They are 

15the SOCs. *1 6 
- They are not unique to these believed to be unique to nuclear weapon storage 

facilities, being used at a variety of manufac- facilities and the SOCs and are always built in 
turing plants, but the visual security provided pairs , placed approximately the same distance 
them is. In fact, this type of visual security from one another and well away from other 
apparently docs not exist for most of the buildings or bunkers. Sometimes they are re
rail-to-road transfer points of the strategic mis~ vetted and sometimes separately secured. They 
sile complexes or for transloading points at probably are used to store explosive components 
other military storage installations, <Jlthough the such as detonators, Gut why they have not been 
rail facilities and the installations themselves are bui1t at all facilities of a given type is not 

singly or doubly fenced. -==- p::.::o.=-:to:!;g<=r.::~h <--_k :..:co .:_:_::_: . - - - - - --- - - - ---- Satellit:.:e_.!:_h-=- .ap :..:cy :.::_n =-wn_:_ -- ----- 
has shown several transloacling operations in the · 
soc bridge cranes invo lving rail cars approxi Two other sets of buildings have .·been fou nd 
mately 78 feet long with a long platform at a few of the SOCs and at some other"Imclear 
extending from one end. The latter evidently facilities. One set, occurring at Berezovka, 
facilitates the movement of material in and out Mozhaysk and the Main Support Complex of the 
of the cars. With such an arrangement, the Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test Site, consists of a 
overhead crane can directly transfer material to high-bay, drive-through building with a two
or from the platform and trucks or vans by story, hipped-roof administratiOJ1 type of build
vertically lift"ing it, carrying it across , and lower ing perpendicular to it and connected to it by a 

1 1 3 0 ing it.* * A transloading operation involving the wide corridor. 3 The second set of 
same type of long car and extended platform buildings, occurring at Malin; Zalari and the 

Dodonovo na tional stockpile site , is of fairly 
•Delyat in and Sud~k-probably the oldest of the slockpile recent cons t1~uction. It consist~ of a long, flat

sitos-have. ~~ overhead crane but no long, movable bridge crane roofed, two-story building :similar to the ad
in lheir transloa(ling facilities. At Delyatin the facility is 
on site; at Sudak it is in Feodosiya; at both it is walled for visual ministration building at the frrst three genera
security .6 14 tions of SOCs, with a shorter drive-in building 

**It has also been repor ted that tactical su rface-to-surface perpendicular to it and connected to it by a 
missiles are transported in long, platform-eq uipped rail cars , and fairly narrow corridor. 3 1 The similarity of build
warhead vans apparently use similar platforms. One was photo

ing placement and the combination of an a~graphed with a warhead canister on the platform during a Soviet 
SCUD unit training exercise in East Germany.2 6 2 7 ministration type of building with a driye-in or 
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RAIL-TO-ROAD TRANSFER POINT, KASLI 

RAIL-TO-ROAD TRANSFER POINT, 
ZHUKOVKA SENSITIVE OPERATIONS 
COMPLEX 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS COMPLEX 

ARTIST'S CONCEPT OF 
TRANSLOADING OPERATION 
AT KASLI 

I 

Figure 5. Transloading Operations at Kasli and the SOCs 
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drive-through · building in the two sets suggest a 
similarity of function . Their locations within the 
sites differ, however, and nothing about · the 
buildings themselves suggests a nuclear weapons 
function for them , even though their presence at 
known nuclear sites does. 

At a nurnber of SOCs and national stockp ile 
sites, illOck-up or actual transport aircraft fuse
lages have been identified in the operations or 
support areas. They are believed to be used for 
training exercises and probably would equip 
crews equally to load weapons on helicopters at 
the sites tln:msel ves or on transports at airfields 
where tliey had been taken by truck. 

Comint l1as provided some information about 
t he SOCs but it has been of limited value. 
Messages intercepted between January 1963 and 
August 1966 ltave indicated new Field Post 
Numbers or new Branch Post Offices at towns in 
the vicinity of Berezovka, Borisoglebsk, Buly

messages indicates that a man named Lyamtsev 
addressed at Tula SO, a Branch Post Office that 
first appeared in 1966 and probably serves the 
Belev SOC, probably is the same Lyamtsev who 
formerly had been addressed at Magadan 11, the 
address of the Ugolnyy Kopi nuclea r weapons 
storage site at Sllakhterskiy near Anadyr. 3 6 

CONSIDERATION OF OTHER FUNCTIONS 

FOR THE SOCs 


The possibility that the SOCs serve as missile 
storage bases has been considered by the Intelli
gence Community at some length. The impor
tance of such a function, particularly as a base 
for rail-launched ICBMs, has not been over
looked. There has been no photographic evi~ 

dence of missile handling equipment at the 
SOCs, however, nor have missiles or missile 
containers been seen there. Furthermore, the 
size of bunker entrances, the distance between 
their blast doors, and the dimensions of their 

__zhino_and_Bele.v ._Se.bezlL5-is_bclie.v. ed-to_be-the-eleva.tors-all-argue-against-the-bunkers~being------

address of the Dulyzhino SOC because there is 
no other installation near the small village of 
Sebezh that would require a postal zone of its 
own.:n 33 A IiJessage addressed to FPN 
895 5 8-N at Borisoglebsk in August 1966 indi
cates the presence of a new military unit in the 
area within about a year of the SOC's coJ'!_1ple
tion, but provides no r. firm tie between that unit 
and the SOC and no indication of the unit's 
function. 34 FPN 32170 appeared in Comint at 
Anisovka St an tsiya , the location of the Bere
zovka rail faci lity, in January 1963, some eight 
months after the SOC itself probably was 
completed. It belongs to a block from which a 
number of FPNs were assigned to units at 
nuclear weapon stockpile sites, but it is not , in 
itself, firm evidence that Berezovka is a nuclear 
stockpile site. 3 5 Reasonable evidence of a nu
clear connection, in fact, has been found only 
for the Belev SOC where analysis of personal 

used · to store missiles or missile components 
longer than about 26 feet. 2 Neither missile fuel 
storage facilities nor missile fuel handling equip
ment have been seen at the SOCs. Finally, the 
rail-to-road transfer points at the SOCs do not 
resemble those at missile launch complexes but, 
as noted, do resemble the ones at nuclear 
weapons storage facilities. 3 7 For these reasons it 
is deemed highly improbable that the SOCs serve 
an MRBM, IRDM , or ICBM storage function. 

A civil defense function also has been con
sidered for the SOCs because of their dispersal 
throughout the most populated areas of the 
USSR . Two of their features, however, argue 
against this fnnction. The first is their strong 
security, which is excessive for civil defense 
facilities, and the second is the size of the 
bunkers, which are much too large for storage of 
items such as medical supplies that would be 
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stockpi led at a civ il defense installat io n. Further- centers. At the latter, the bunkers are bu ilt 
more, since the bunker construction at the SOCs . adjacent to th~ housing and are of a different 
appears more nea rly suitable fo r storage and design and smaller size than the soc bunkers. 3 8 

handling of materials than for s!1eltering people, The manufacture of critical military items, the 
their use as fallout shelters for large nufnbers of storage of critiCal military items (other than 
people appears most unlikely. nuClear) and the storage of food for use during 

wartime also have beeh considered as possible 
A military comm and and control fu nction for functions for the SOCs. All , however, have 

the SOCs is equally unlikely because of their ~erious flaws when considerea in detail and have 
dissimilarity to known command and control been ruled out .. 
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